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Curriculum Intent
At Wickersley Partnership Trust we understand that getting the curriculum right 
for each and every individual student is the single most important factor in 
ensuring progress, encouraging positive engagement and raising aspirations.

We want all students to leave able and qualified to play their full part in an 
ever-changing world through an ambitious, creative and innovative curriculum, 
which empowers students with the skills, knowledge and attributes to allow 
them to succeed in their next phase of education and their working life.

The Geography curriculum is designed to develop curiosity about the world and 
its people to unlock the key to their future. 

Year 10 Curriculum
ìǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ŹĮȈř˃ǜǨǰŒžřŒ˃Į˃ǔĮơŲř˃ƭű˃Œžȿřǔřơŋř˃ǨƭǑžŋǜ˃ǜƭ˃űĮǔ˃žơ˃ğřĮǔ˃
10. Click the topics below to explore.

Urban Issues and Challenges
oơ˃ǨŹžǜ˃ǜřŋǨžƭơ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ǜǨǰŒȏ˃ǨŹř˃ǰǔŊĮơ˃žǜǜǰřǜ˃žơ˃¯ǰƟŊĮž˃ĮơŒ˃
¥ƭơŒƭơʎ˃bƭŋǰǜǜžơŲ˃ƭơ˃Ɠřȏ˃ǨŹřƟřǜ˃ƭű˃ƭǑǑƭǔǨǰơžǨžřǜʉ˃ŋŹĮƖƖřơŲřǜ˃ĮơŒ˃ǜǰǜǨĮžơĮŊžƖžǨȏʎ˃

Physical Landscapes in the UK
oơ˃ǨŹžǜ˃ǜřŋǨžƭơ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ǜǨǰŒȏ˃Ɠřȏ˃Ǒǔƭŋřǜǜřǜ˃ĮơŒ˃űřĮǨǰǔřǜ˃ƭű˃Ā£˃
ǑŹȏǜžŋĮƖ˃ƖĮơŒǜŋĮǑřǜ˃ȉžǨŹ˃Į˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋ˃űƭŋǰǜ˃ƭơ˃ŋƭĮǜǨĮƖ˃ƖĮơŒǜŋĮǑřǜ˃ǔžȈřǔ˃ƖĮơŒǜŋĮǑřǜ˃žơ˃
ǨŹř˃Ā£ʎ

Changing Economic World
oơ˃ǨŹžǜ˃ǜřŋǨžƭơ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ǜǨǰŒȏ˃ǨŹř˃ǔĮǑžŒ˃řŋƭơƭƟžŋ˃ŒřȈřƖƭǑƟřơǨ˃ƭű˃
±žŲřǔžĮ˃ĮơŒ˃ǨŹř˃ŋŹĮơŲžơŲ˃řŋƭơƭƟžŋ˃űǰǨǰǔř˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃Ā£ʎ˃

Fieldwork
oơ˃ǨŹžǜ˃ǜřŋǨžƭơ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ĮǑǑƖȏ˃ǨŹřžǔ˃ƓơƭȉƖřŒŲř˃ĮơŒ˃ǜƓžƖƖǜ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃
řơǓǰžǔȏ˃Ǒǔƭŋřǜǜ˃Ǩƭ˃žơȈřǜǨžŲĮǨř˃ǨŹř˃řȿřŋǨžȈřơřǜǜ˃ƭű˃ŋƭĮǜǨĮƖ˃ƟĮơĮŲřƟřơǨʎ˃

Tectonic Hazards
oơ˃ǨŹžǜ˃ǜřŋǨžƭơ˃ƭű˃ǨŹř˃ǜǑřŋžɄŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ǜǨǰŒȏ˃ǨŹř˃Ǒǔƭŋřǜǜřǜ˃ǨŹĮǨ˃ŋǔřĮǨř˃ŹĮșĮǔŒǜʉ˃
ȉŹȏ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃Ǒƭǜř˃ǔžǜƓǜ˃Ǩƭ˃ǑřƭǑƖř˃ĮơŒ˃Źƭȉ˃Ǩƭ˃ǔřŒǰŋř˃ǨŹř˃řȿřŋǨǜ˃ƭű˃ŹĮșĮǔŒǜʎ

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9wcg82
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z34vfrd
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg93ycw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs3ptyc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztk9cj6
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Students should 
use AQA Geography 
resources 

• ùǰǨƭǔɋĀ

• ::;˃ŊžǨřǜžșř˃

• Internet Geography

Immerse Yourself

Develop Skills

Tests and Topics

Geography Revision at home 

::;˃:žǨřǜžșř˃cřƭŲǔĮǑŹȏ

Get Revising Quicker! 

ãǰžșșřǜ˃ĮơŒ˃ ŋǨžȈžǨžřǜ

Study Support and Revision

ùǰǨƭǔɋĀ˃c;ìK˃cřƭŲǔĮǑŹȏ˃äřȈžǜžƭơ

Quizlet’s Y10 Geography flashcards are a fantastic way to memorise relevant Geography terms 
to help you with your studies. Click on the icon below to start!

ùřǜǨ˃ğƭǰǔ˃£ơƭȉƖřŒŲř˃ȉžǨŹ˃ãǰžșƖřǨʎʎʎ

Assessment Points
Students are assessed at the end of each topic. Year 10 mock 
exams are in June, covering all the content taught since the start 
of Year 10.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zkw76sg
https://www.tutor2u.net/geography/reference
https://quizlet.com/14466726/year-10-geography-revision-flash-cards/
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Our intent is that all students have a full understanding of how to develop themselves 
as well rounded citizens, maintain healthy relationships and understand how to keep 
themselves safe both online and in their day-to-day life. 

We want all students to know what options are open to them in the future and understand 
the routes they have in order to progress on their life journey. 

Year 10 students will be taking part in their physical fieldwork for their GCSE Geography 
course:

• Students will either visit Hornsea on the East Coast or Grindsbrook Clough, Edale, 
Hope Valley. The purpose of these visits is to collect primary data for their final GSCE 
exams and see first-hand the processes, landforms and management of these physical 
environment.

• Wider opportunities through residential, Camps International, charitable work and our 
Duke of Edinburgh provision

:ǔƭĮŒřơžơŲ˃jƭǔžșƭơǜ

Our rewards system can be broadly split into four categories: classroom level, subject level, 
school level and privilege rewards. We’ll focus on classroom and subject rewards here - for more 
information about our rewards schemes, please see our website.

CLASSROOM LEVEL REWARDS
Awarded for: working hard, taking risks and rising to a challenge, making mistakes and learning 
from them, helping others, and taking pride in the school community.
Rewarded by: praise postcards, positive phone calls to parents/carers, positive text messages 
home, and lesson based prizes.

ìĀ:¡K;ù˃¥KĘK¥˃äKę äBì
Reward scheme: Star of the Week, Curriculum Awards (Subject/School Way, Participation, 
Working with Pride, Embracing the Whole Curriculum), High Flyer, Extra Mile, Most Improved.
Rewarded by: names displayed on reward boards, certificates, social media posts.

Praise and Reward

Kurzgesagt - Need To Know

Planet Earth is this solid thing you are standing on 
right now. In your everyday life you don’t really waste 
a thought about how amazing this is. A giant, ancient, 
hot rock. How did it come into existence and how big 
is it really? You will be surprised. The ground you are 
standing on is just a very, very small part of the big 
picture. Click on the logo to watch the video!

Internet Geography

This is a great source of information for revision. It also 
contains climate activist articles, and case studies that will 
give a helpful insight to the reality of climate change and 
current environmental projects going ahead to help our 
planet. Click on the logo to find out more.

https://www.internetgeography.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXi_9A__Vc


https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScdBH_opAyfErv8IvGVEy-ml14d3CtJi5g3z1Ga6HHoPaeUUA/viewform?fbclid=IwAR2GVWMVxT5KyR66u4BJHMWfmEFxyeJOdEAVBFGQGwj6CiAMqepobuLfKbI
https://www.conservation-careers.com/careers-in-ecotourism/#What_is_ecotourism_Conservation_through_experience

